Influence of pectins on the solubility and the molar mass distribution of dehydrogenative polymers (DHPs, lignin model compounds).
Dehydrogenation polymers (DHPs, lignin model compounds) were synthesized in the presence of increasing pectin concentrations using two different methods. The first method ('Zutropfverfahren', ZT) consists in the slow adding of monomers whereas in the second method ('Zulaufverfahren', ZL) all the reactants are added simultaneously. DHPs solubility increases with the pectin concentration in the ZT experiments and remains stable in the ZL experiments. Covalent bonds between pectin and DHP are formed during ZT polymerization resulting in lignin carbohydrate complex (LCC) which keeps the unbound DHPs in solution by the formation of aggregate or micelle-like structures. In contrast LCC are not formed during the ZL process which behave like the DHP reference. The ZT DHP molar masses increase observed is attributed to the reactivity of the high molar mass polymer solubilized by the LCC whereas ZL higher molar mass polymers are precipitated out of the solution and cannot react further.